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Faraday wave instability

Benjamin & Ursell 1954

Edwards & Fauve 1994

q  = forcing strength

p



What happens when a drop falls into a bath?

Videos by John Bush, MIT.



Bouncing droplet on a Faraday stable vibrating bath

Videos by John Bush, MIT.



Walking droplet on vibrating bath: the Faraday Pilot Wave

Videos by John Bush, MIT.



Strobed droplet propelled by its Faraday pilot wave

Videos by John Bush, MIT.
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⌦ = 50� 80Hz;

Confinement: particle in a corral
Videos by John Bush, MIT.



HQA: Corral Experiments - particle in a box

Harris et al  Phys. Rev B 2013
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Droplet

Electron

Harris et al  Phys. Rev B 2013



HQA: Diffraction Slit Experiments 

Thomas Young (1772-1829) Tonomura, Hitachi

• Each electron 
behaves as a 
probability 
wave until 
observed.

• Detection at 
the slit 
(partially) 
destroys 
interference 
pattern.

• Experiment 
cannot be 
explained by 
classical 
mechanics



The hydrodynamic double slit experiment

Couder & Fort, PRL 2009



The hydrodynamic double slit experiment

Couder & Fort, PRL 2009



Double slit diffraction results

• Randomness at detector arises from sensitive dynamics in the slit
•  The object is a particle and a wave.
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HQA: Particle in a potential



• Can we model this behaviour from a 
fluid dynamics perspective?

• From this, can we devise and study a 
dynamical system that captures this 
behaviour?

• Can we rationalise some of this 
behaviour?



The Fluid Mechanics Problem



Problem formulation Continuous time wave generation Discrete Impact

The full problem

The incompressible Navier Stokes

ut + u ·ru = �1
⇢
rp + ⌫�u+ F(t), r · u = 0,

F = �g(t)ez = �g(1� � cos(!0t))ez

• @B and @D are defined by the equations b(x, t) = 0 and d(x, t) = 0

[p n� ⇢⌫ ⌧ · n] = �n, [u] = 0, Dtb = Dtd = 0.

• [·] denotes the jump of the quantity across the interface,
• Dt is the material derivative @t + u ·r,
• � the surface tension coe�cient,  is the mean curvature of the surface
• ⌫ is the viscosity, ⇢ is the density (with di↵erent values in each domain).
• n is the unit normal and ⌧ is the strain tensor (ru+ru

T ).
Paul Milewski University of Bath

Modelling and computation of droplet - Faraday pilot wave interaction.



Problem formulation Continuous time wave generation Discrete Impact

Challenges

I Multiscale problem: length scales ⇠ 10�6m. to ⇠ 10�1m.;
timescales ⇠ 10�2s. to ⇠ 103s.

I Free boundary problem: bath surface and droplet deform.

I Modelling is necessary: both for feasibility and to extract the important
e↵ects.

I Removing the lubrication layer results in a “nonsmooth” (piecewise
smooth) dynamical system.

Paul Milewski University of Bath

Modelling and computation of droplet - Faraday pilot wave interaction.



Problem formulation Continuous time wave generation Discrete Impact

Modelling Approaches

I Discrete Waves: Eddi, Couder, Bush & others: Wavefield as a sum of
discrete single Bessel (or simpler) standing waves with time decay.

I Trajectory Equation: Rosales, Oza & Bush: Discrete sum approximated by
an integral, makes analysis possible.

I Wave Generation: M. et. al.: Continuous-time bath-droplet interaction -
droplet as a wavemaker - captures further important e↵ects (e.g. Doppler,
(m,n) modes, decay).

I Discrete Wave Generation: Durey & M.: Discrete-time bath-droplet
interaction - allows for fast realistic simulations and analysis.

Paul Milewski University of Bath

Modelling and computation of droplet - Faraday pilot wave interaction.



Continuous-time wave generation and 
nonlinear spring model for bouncing



Problem formulation Continuous time wave generation Discrete Impact

Modelling - the waves

Linearised quasi-potential approximation for weakly damped waves

�� = 0, z < 0,

�t = �g(t) ⌘ +
�
⇢
�H⌘ + 2⌫�H�� 1

⇢
PD(x� X(t), t), z = 0,

⌘t = �z + 2⌫�H⌘, z = 0,

PD = F(t)I (|x� X| < R(t))/⇡R(t)2

I � is the potential in a Helmholtz decomposition u = r�+r⇥ (�).

I R(t) is a contact radius - modelled geometrically R(Z � ⌘̄).

I �H is the horizontal Laplacian.

Paul Milewski University of Bath

Modelling and computation of droplet - Faraday pilot wave interaction.



Problem formulation Continuous time wave generation Discrete Impact

Modelling the impact

Consider the droplet to be centred at (X(t),Z(t)), and a free surface ⌘(x , t).

mZ̈ = �mg(t) +
n
�↵f Ż

o
If (t) + F

⇣
Z , Ż , ⌘, ⌘t

⌘
Ii (t),

mẌ =
n
�↵f Ẋ

o
If (t) +

n
�↵i Ẋ�r⌘̄|x=X

o
F Ii (t),

• If and Ii are indicator functions of flight and impact

• F
⇣
Z , Ż , ⌘̄, ⌘̄t

⌘
is the force normal to the free surface exerted on the droplet.

• m is the droplet mass, ↵f and ↵i are flight and impact drag coe�cients
• Replacing ⌘ by ⌘̄ in F , an average representation of the bath’s free surface
(notion of a “penetration depth” h(t) = |Z � R � ⌘̄|)

Paul Milewski University of Bath

Modelling and computation of droplet - Faraday pilot wave interaction.



Problem formulation Continuous time wave generation Discrete Impact

Single Impacts - varying �

Paul Milewski University of Bath

Modelling and computation of droplet - Faraday pilot wave interaction.



Problem formulation Continuous time wave generation Discrete Impact

Dependence on forcing and time evolution

Paul Milewski University of Bath

Modelling and computation of droplet - Faraday pilot wave interaction.

Varying Gamma
and

comparison to Bessel
Varying time



Problem formulation Continuous time wave generation Discrete Impact

Complex bouncing and walking

(m, n)p states: m is number of forcing periods, n is number of bounces, p is an
energy state. The control parameter is �.

Paul Milewski University of Bath

Modelling and computation of droplet - Faraday pilot wave interaction.

(1,1) (2,2)

(2,1)

chaos



Problem formulation Continuous time wave generation Discrete Impact

Experimental Verification
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The model has good comparison with experiments over a range of dynamics.

Paul Milewski University of Bath

Modelling and computation of droplet - Faraday pilot wave interaction.



Kinematic Match Model





Discrete Impact Model
(Durey & Milewski 2017)



Problem formulation Continuous time wave generation Discrete Impact

Simplifying assumptions

Assume:

I Period doubled vertical dynamics (i.e. (2,1) mode).

I Instantaneous impacts: f (t) = f0 �(t � tn).

I Impacts occur at a point: P(x, t) = f (t)�(x� X(t)).

I The result: f0 = gT , where T = 4⇡/!0 is the time between impacts.

Fourier-Hankel transform introduces orthogonal basis functions:

�m(r , ✓; k) = Jm(kr) cos(m✓),

 m(r , ✓; k) = Jm(kr) sin(m✓),

for all k 2 R+ and for all m 2 N.
Obtain system of homogeneous ODEs with jump conditions.

Paul Milewski University of Bath

Modelling and computation of droplet - Faraday pilot wave interaction.



Problem formulation Continuous time wave generation Discrete Impact

Dynamics and jump conditions

⌘(r , ✓, t) =
1X

m=0

Z 1

0

k
⇣
am(t; k)�m(r , ✓; k) + bm(t; k) m(r , ✓; k)

⌘
dk.

During flight:
Lkam(t; k) = 0, Lkbm(t; k) = 0.

Lk is a damped Mathieu di↵erential operator.

X
00(t) + V 0 [X(t)] = 0.

At impacts:

[a0m(tn; k)]
+
� = �Pm(k)�m

�
X(tn); k

�
,

[b0
m(tn; k)]

+
� = �Pm(k) m

�
X(tn); k

�
.

[X0(tn)]
+
� = �F (c)

✓
1
c

r
B
R
r⌘

�
X(tn), tn

�
+ X

0(tn)

◆

Paul Milewski University of Bath

Modelling and computation of droplet - Faraday pilot wave interaction.



Problem formulation Continuous time wave generation Discrete Impact

Regular walking states - orbits, walkers, pairs, trains
Walking states are found under a periodicity under shift condition.

Period Map = Mathieu Map � Graf Addition Map � Jump Conditions Map

In particular one can show that, steady walking requires

�x = C

Z 1

0

k

✓
k
2

◆
a1(0; k) dk.

Paul Milewski University of Bath

Modelling and computation of droplet - Faraday pilot wave interaction.

Walking dynamics ( = 0)

Find discrete-time travelling solutions with speed �x .
Linearise map to analyse stability of steady states.
Lower wave field energy for walking than unstable bouncing.
Wave field has exponential spatial decay and Doppler shift.

Figure: Left: full solution (black) with analytical approximation (grey)
valid for �x ⌧ 1. Right: Wave field for �x = 0.08 and �/�F = 0.96.

Matt Durey Faraday wave-droplet dynamics



Problem formulation Continuous time wave generation Discrete Impact

Two orbiting droplets - quantization

I In-phase and out of phase orbiters obtained exactly. Map composition also
gives stability.

I Obtain stable, weakly unstable (Hopf ), strongly unstable solutions.

Paul Milewski University of Bath

Modelling and computation of droplet - Faraday pilot wave interaction.
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HQA: Particle in a potential



Harmonic potential V =
1
2|X|

2

Circular orbits at �/�F = 0.90 (all stable).
Wave field energy minimized at zeros of J0(kFRd) (solid lines)
and maximized at zeros of J 00(kFRd) (dashed lines).
(Wave field energy is unbounded in Labousse et al. (2016) as
insu�cient spatial decay.)

Matt Durey Faraday wave-droplet dynamics



Circular orbits (cont.)

Circular orbits at �/�F = 0.96

Higher wave energy orbits destabilize first.

Matt Durey Faraday wave-droplet dynamics

Problem formulation Continuous time wave generation Discrete Impact

Dynamics under a central force V = x2

I Define ⇤ ⌘ �x/
p
̃: dimensionless width of the potential well.

I �x = �x(�): free walking speed (when ̃ = 0).
I Find orbit radius Rd and rotation �✓ (one droplet).
I Obtain stable, weakly unstable (Hopf), strongly unstable (node) solutions.

Figure: Radius for �/�F ⇡ 90.7%, �/�F ⇡ 96.5%, and �/�F ⇡ 98.5%.

Paul Milewski University of Bath

Modelling and computation of droplet - Faraday pilot wave interaction.



Exotic orbits

Circular orbits destabilize to more exotic orbits (lemniscate,
trefoil, butterfly).

Experimentally observed double quantization in R̄ and L̄z
(Perrard et al 2014).

Matt Durey Faraday wave-droplet dynamics



Statistical analysis of chaotic trajectories

Simulate long trajectory starting from (unstable) circular orbit.
Segment trajectory at points of maximum radius and compute
mean radius R̄ and angular momentum L̄z over each sub-trajectory.
Compute cluster centroids using K -means clustering.

 Double Quantization in R̄ and L̄z !

Matt Durey Faraday wave-droplet dynamics



Discrete Impact Model: the inline oscillator.
Durey, Milewski & Bush (2018)



Histograms

Periodic histograms (blue) compared to ‘classical’ histogram (red)
for �/�F = 0.9 and �/�F = 0.96.

Matt Durey Faraday wave-droplet dynamics



Phase Plane 

Phase plane behaviour of a straight line oscillator in a harmonic potential at 
moderate memory.



Long simulation results

Fix  = 0.01 and memory ⇠ 11000 (with 500,000 impacts).
Wave field dominates dynamics, yielding frequent turning
points (red circles).

Matt Durey Faraday wave-droplet dynamics



Distance between turning points

The values D = {0.6, 1.6, 2.6, . . .} approximate minima of J0(kF r)!

Matt Durey Faraday wave-droplet dynamics



An idealised system

Suppose jumps between turning points take values only in
D = {0.6, 1.6, 2.6, . . .}.
Change direction after each jump (turning point!).

Turning points must lie on a mesh that is
Compatible with jumps in D
Symmetric
Able to give a symmetric p.d.f.

c.f. jump processes in probability theory!
Reminiscent of Gilet 2014 & 2016...

Matt Durey Faraday wave-droplet dynamics



E↵ective potential ⌘ mean wave field + harmonic potential.

Gradient of e↵ective potential corresponds to directions of
mesh.

Matt Durey Faraday wave-droplet dynamics



Effective potential = mean wave field + harmonic potential
Gradient of potential correspond to mesh directions. 



Mathematical modelling - towards an equation for probabilities

V(x, t) = 1

2
Kx2 + F

�
⌘B ⇤ ⇢

�
(x, t),

⇢(x, t)

We devise a model based on a separation of scales as the memory increases - a long timescale 
nonlocal effective potential arising from the full life of the trajectory, and short timescale local 
terms both deterministic and stochastic. This leads to the following SDE model for the dynamics of 
particles in an ensemble with  density

dXt = Ut dt,

dUt = �
⇣
D(Ut)Ut + @xV(Xt, t)

⌘
dt+ �0 dWt,

Vlasov-Fokker-Planck (Kramer’s)

@p

@t
+ u

@p

@x
=

@

@u

⇣⇥
@xV(x, t) +D(u)u

⇤
p
⌘
+

�2
0

2

@2p

@u2
,

⇢(x, t) =

Z

R
p(x, u, t)



Solution to the stationary problem

⇢s(x) = Z0 exp

✓
� 1

E


1

2
Kx2 + F

�
⌘B ⇤ ⇢s

�
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�◆
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Conclusions
• Fascinating macroscopic system of  wave-particle association 

with complex phenomena.

• System mimics qualitatively many quantum phenomena. 

• “Virtual laboratory” and mathematical models to explore the 
behaviour.

• System is nonlinear, chaotic, and particle has path induced 
memory.

Questions
• Hydrodynamics of Faraday pilot-waves in cavities.

• Which equation describes the probability?

• Any relation to stochastic electro-dynamics?

• Can this system help separate what is truly unique about the 
quantum world?

• Can we devise an experiment violating Bell’s inequality?



Lattices



Some References
“Nonlinear Spring” model

(4 parameters) 

“Kinematic Match” model
(1 parameter)

“Discrete” map
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We present a fully predictive model for the impact of a smooth, convex and perfectly
hydrophobic solid onto the free surface of an incompressible fluid bath of infinite depth in
a regime where surface tension is important. During impact, we impose natural kinematic
constraints along the portion of the fluid interface that is pressed by the solid. This
provides a mechanism for the generation of linear surface waves and simultaneously yields
the pressure applied on the impacting masses. The model compares remarkably well with
data of the impact of spheres and bouncing droplet experiments, and is completely free
of any of impact parametrisation.

1. Introduction

The study of impacts of solids onto the surface of a fluid bath is motivated by several
applications, including the impacts of sea landing planes, the behaviour of projectiles
entering water (Richardson 1948), slamming of boat hulls (Howison et al. 2002), and bio-
locomotion mechanisms for water striders (Bush and Hu 2006). Interest in the detailed
study of these phenomennon was sparked by Worthington over a hundred years ago (see
Worthington 1882, 1897). Since then, several works have dealt with cavity formation
upon projectile entry, cavity pinch o↵ (Truscott et al. 2014), and the forces on the solid
as it penetrates the fluid mass (Abelson 1970; Howison et al. 1991; Aristo↵ et al. 2010).

These impacts typically undergo three di↵erent stages; e.g. early contact, cavity forma-
tion and steady cavitating flow (Logvinovich 1969). The initial stages of penetration are
of special importance, since their results influence the outcome of the following phases.
Moreover, the geometric properties of the solid body and the physical properties of the
fluid are determinant for the dynamics of the initial stages of these impacts (Korobkin
and Pukhnachov 1988); thus, di↵erent approaches have to be developed accordingly.

A model for the early stages of the impact of a blunt body onto a bath of an incom-
pressible fluid was developed in Wagner (1932). The Wagner problem is stated in terms
of the linearised free surface boundary conditions of an ideal fluid, subject to a continuity
constraint for the elevation of the fluid interface . The free surface is decomposed into
two sections, one which corresponds to the part that is in contact with the solid, which
is assumed to match the solid shape, and the rest of the free surface where the velocity
potential is assumed to be null (Korobkin 2002).

The Wagner problem even though it deals with a set of linear di↵erential equations,
still poses an important challenge, since the domain has to be divided into two parts
whose extent is to be determined (Korobkin and Pukhnachov 1988). That is to say, the
regions where the di↵erent boundary conditions need to be applied are an unknown in
the problem.

“Tunnelling” simulations

(submitted to Chaos)





⌦ = 0.8 � = 3.1

Kinematic hydrophobic matching


